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Understanding&Gravity&
!General!rela3vity!conceptually!different!than!descrip3on!of!other!forces!

!But!GR!has!been!tested!precisely,!e.g.!in!solar!system!

!Classical!tests:!

!!!!-!Mercury!perihelion!advance!

!!!!-!Light-deflec3on!at!Sun!

!!!!-!Gravita3onal!redshiM!

!!Modern!tests!in!solar!system,!!

!!!!-!!Lunar!Laser!Ranging!(LLR)!

!!!!-!!Radar!reflec3on!at!planets,!Cassini!spacecraM!signal!

!!!!-!!LAGEOS!&!Gravity!Probe!B!

!!!!-!!Binary!Pulsars!(Hulse-Taylor!Pulsar,!Double!Pulsar)!

But,!is!there!a!problem..?!

!!!!!!See!precision!cosmology:!!!Infla3on?!!Dark!MaWer?!!Dark!Energy?!!

Ques3on:!!Will!Einstein!have!the!last!word!on!(macroscopic)!gravity!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!does!GR!fail!far!below!the!Planck!energy?!Alterna3ves?!

!!!!!!!We!need!to!test!gravity!in!strong,!non-linear!condi3ons.!

!!!!!!!What!are!the!proper3es!of!black!holes!and!also!gravita3onal!waves.!
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Kramer&et&al.&(2015)!



Dipolar&Gravita-onal&Radia-on&in&Binary&Systems?&
Unlike!GR,!most!alterna3ve!theories!of!gravity!–!including!tensor-scalar!theories!!–!
predict!!other!radia3on!mul3poles!that!dominate!the!energy!loss!of!the!orbital!!
dynamics:!

Testing gravity
31

[ Antoniadis et al. 2013 ] 
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Hence,!visible!in!orbital!decay:!!Testing gravity
31

[ Antoniadis et al. 2013 ] 
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•  PSR-BH!system!would!be!best!as!BH!would!have!zero!scalar!charge!
•  Hence,!we!can!use!PSR-BH!system!as!lab!for!both!GW!and!BH!proper3es!



Observa-ons&of&Black&Holes&Proper-es&
•  We!need!to!trace!the!space3me!around!a!black!hole!–!ideally!in!a!clean!way!!
•  In!a!perfect!world,!we!have!a!clock!around!it…!
•  …in!a!nearly!perfect!world,!we!have!a!pulsar!!
•  See!Wex!&!Kopeikin!(1999)!for!a!first!recipe!
!!!!!!and!Liu!et!al.!(2012)!for!more!details!

•  Spin!from!Lense-Thirring/spin-orbit!coupling!(“wobble!of!orbit”):!

[Wex!&!Kopeikin!1999;!Liu!2012;!Liu&et&al.&2014!]!

BH&mass&with&precision&<&0.1%�

BH&spin&with&precision&<&1%�

Cosmic&Censorship:&S&<&GM2/c�

A!more!massive!BH!with!pulsars!would!be!much!easier…�

With!a!fast!millisecond!pulsar!!
about!a!10-30!M!BH,!we!!
prac3cally!need!the!SKA:�



!
Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!
Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

&Rela-vis-c&effects&for&a&pulsar&orbit&around&Sgr&A*&
Semi-major!axis:! !!!!!!!!!!!72!AU!=!860!RS!
Pericenter!distance:! !!!!!!!!!!!36!AU!=!430!RS!
Pericenter!velocity: !!!!!!!!!!!0.042!c!(~!20!×!Double!Pulsar)!
!
Pericenter!advance:!
!1pN: !2.8!!!!!deg/yr,!!!!! !ΔL!~!1.8!AU/yr!
!2pN: !0.014!deg/yr, !ΔL!~!1,400,000!km/yr!
!
Einstein!delay:!
!1pN: !15!min!
!2pN: !1.6!s!
!
Propaga3on!delay!(i!=!0°!/!i!=!80°):!
!Shapiro!1pN: !!!!!!!!46.4!s!!!!!/!!246.9!s!
!Shapiro!2pN: !!!!!!!!!0.2!s!!!!!!/!!!!!!!8.0!s!!
!Frame!dragging: !!!!!!!!!0.1!s !!!/!!!!!!!6.5!s!
!Bending!delay!(P!=!1s):!!!!!!0.2!ms!!/!!!!!!4.2!ms!
!
Lense-Thirring!precession:!
!Orbital!plane!!ΩLT!!: !0.052!deg/yr,!!ΔL!~!107!km/yr!
!Similar!contribu3on!to!
Geod.!precession!1.4!deg/yr!

→ 

Pulsar!in!a!0.3!yr!eccentric!!
(e=0.5)!orbit!around!Sgr!A*!
!



!
Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!
Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!

&Mass&of&Sgr&A*,&a&first&GR&test&&&the&GC&distance&
MBH!>>!mPSR!�!only!one!rela3vis3c!effect!needed!to!measure!mass!of!Sgr!A*!
!
Simula3ons:!!5!yr!of!3ming,!one!100!µs!TOA!per!week:!!Mass!precision!~!1!M!!!

A!first!GR!test:!

Note:!mass!measurement!not!
!affected!by!the!uncertainty!in!R0!!
!
Combining!with!!
10!μas!astrometry!
from!e.g.!GRAVITY!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R0!with!~1!pc!uncertainty!

M�S = M�E?!
Liu!(2012);!Liu&et&al.&(2012)!
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!
Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!
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Determining&the&spin&of&Sgr&A*&
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Tes3ng!Cosmic!Censorship!Conjecture:!

Pulsar!orbit!!Pb=!0.3!yr,!e!!=!0.5!!

Weekly!TOA:!!100!μs!

!

Liu!et!al.!(2012)!
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Fundamental!Physics!in!Radio!Astronomy!
Max-Planck-Ins3tut!für!Radioastronomie!
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Determining&the&spin&of&Sgr&A*&
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Pulsar!orbit!!Pb=!0.3!yr,!e!!=!0.5!!

Weekly!TOA:!!100!μs!
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In!case!of!a!naked!singularity:!

Liu!et!al.!(2012)!



Tes-ng&the&noMhair&theorem&

Pulsar!in!a!0.1!yr!orbit!around!Sgr!A*:!
!-!Secular&precession!caused!by!quadrupole!is!2!orders!of!magnitude!below!!
!!!!frame!dragging,!and!is!not!separable!from!frame-dragging!
-!Fortunately,!quadrupole!leads!to!characterisDc&periodic&residuals!of!order!msecs!
!!!Simula3on:!Extreme!Kerr,!3!orbits,!160!TOAs!with!100!µs!error,!e!=!0.4!

δQ/Q = 0.008 ! 

No-hair!theorem!!⇒!!Q!=!-S2/M&&(units!where!c=G=1)!

[!Liu&et&al.&2012!]!

NoHhair&theorem&&to&~1%�

In!case!of!pertuba3ons,!
see!later...!



Are&there&pulsars?&

• !We!have!evidence!for!past!forma3on!of!massive!stars!in!the!Galac3c!Centre,!

!!!!!i.e.!massive!stars!and!the!remnants!are!being!observed!!

•  It!is!a!region!of!high!stellar!density,!so!exchange!interac3on!can!produce!all!!

!!!!!types!of!binary!companions,!we!can!expect!all!kinds!of!extreme!binary!systems!

•  !…e.g.!Faucher-Giguere!&!Loeb!(2011)!predict!highly!ecc.!stellar!BH-MSP!systems!

•  We!can!even!expect!>!1000!pulsars,!incl.!millisecond!pulsars!(Wharton!et!al.!!2013)!

•  We!can!probe!(in!fact,!already!doing!–!see!later)!

!!!!-!star!forma3on!history!(from!char.!ages)!

!!!!-!local!gravita3onal!poten3al!(from!accel.)!

!!!!-!distribu3on!and!proper3es!of!central!ISM!!

!!!!-!proper3es!&!strength!of!central!B-field!(RM)!

Observed!

Derived!

Lorimer!et!al.!(2006)!
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Observed!

Derived!

Lorimer!et!al.!(2006)!

Effelsberg!10.5!GHz!
(Seiradakis!et!al.!1993)!



The!inhomogeneous!ionized!ISMs!!smears!and!scaWers!the!pulses!(NB:!dispersion!is!easy…)!:!

Selec-on&effects&–&Why&is&it&so&hard?&

Bhat et al. (2004) 
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many pulsars and used to study the distribution of ionized
microturbulence in the Galaxy et al.(Cordes 1991).

The pulse broadening due to the screen responsible for
the scattering of Sgr A* has an e~1 timescale

qGC(DGC) D f

A*GC
DGC

BA
DGC hGC2
8c ln 2

B
, (3)

where the screenÏs location along the line of sight is rep-
resented by the geometric factor1

f (x) 4 x~1(1 [ x) . (4)

The pulse-broadening time for –ducial values of the dis-
tance (8.5 kpc) and scattering diameter at a frequency(1A.3)
of 1 GHz is

qGC(DGC) D 6s.3
A

DGC
8.5 kpc

BAhGC,1 GHz
1A.3

B2lGHz~4 f

A*GC
DGC

B
. (5)

In we have adopted a frequency scaling Pl~4equation (5),
rather than the often encountered l~4.4 scaling because, in
the extremely strong scattering limit, the scattering is domi-
nated by the smallest irregularities in the free-electron
density that are physically present (cf. & LazioCordes

This is consistent with the observed l~2 scaling of the1991).
angular diameter of Sgr A*. The geometric factor is f ] 1 if
the screen is midway along the line of sight. But for screens
very near the GC, f ] x~1 ? 1. Therefore, pulsars at the
same location as the GC will show at least 6.3 s of pulse
broadening at 1 and the pulse broadening may beGHz;2
signi–cantly larger, perhaps as much as 200 times larger,
because the scattering screen may be only 33È100 pc from
the GC. The minimal scattering time of 6.3 s may be com-
pared, at 1 GHz, to the pulse broadening of the most
heavily scattered pulsar, PSR B1849[00 & Clifton(Frail

et al. which is about 0.3 s.1989 ; Clifton 1987),
Pulsars beyond the GC (but still behind the scattering

screen) will show even larger scattering. For a pulsar dis-
tance the pulsar-screen distance is * 4D º DGC [ *GC,

and the pulse broadening from the screen isD [ DGC ] *GC

qGC(D) D qGC(DGC)
A

DGC
D

BA *
*GC

B
. (6)

As a function of distance from the Sun, pulse broadening
increases slowly and according to the model, whichTC
possesses components that grow stronger in the inner
Galaxy. Then just beyond the location of the GC scattering
screen, pulse broadening increases dramatically and con-
tinues to increase. To combine the model and the GCTC
screen component, we write the net pulse broadening as

q \
GqTC ,
(qTC2 ] qGC2 )1@2 ,

D \ DGC [ *GC ;
D º DGC [ *GC .

(7)

Combining the TC and GC-screen scattering times is ad
hoc in form but is sufficiently accurate for our purposes here
because the GC component is much larger than the TC
contribution.

1 Pulse broadening is often expressed in terms of the screen scattering
angle rather than the observed angle Using the equivalent geomet-h
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s

,
ric factor is x(1 [ x), which maximizes at x \ 12.2 An early analysis Walsh, & Booth estimated 10 s of(Davies, 1976)
pulse broadening at 1 GHz while implicitly assuming the scattering region
to be midway between us and the GC.

FIG. 2.ÈPulse broadening is plotted against distance for –ve separate
values of the GC-screen distance, 0.05 kpc (thickest line), 0.1, 0.2, 1.0,*GC :
and 4.25 kpc (thinnest line). Left-hand scale applies to 1.4 GHz; the right-
hand scale to 10 GHz. Broadening at other frequencies may be estimated
using the assumed l~4 scaling.

shows the pulse broadening at two frequenciesFigure 2
(1.4 and 10 GHz) for a range of GC-screen distances, *GC \
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1.0, and 4.25 kpc. For pulsars beyond the GC,
the pulse broadening asymptotes to qGC(DGC)(DGC/*GC) D
105 s at 1.4 GHz and 18 s at 10 GHz.

4. DETECTION OF SCATTERED PULSARS IN

PERIODICITY SEARCHES

Pulse broadening decreases the number of harmonics
that exceed a predetermined threshold in the power spec-
trum of the intensity, thereby reducing the sensitivity of a
pulsar search. Consider a train of pulses with period P,
average pulse area duty cycle v, and pulse widthA0,
(FWHM) W 4 vP. The discrete Fourier transform of the
pulse train is a series of spikes at frequencies l/P, l \ 0, 1, . . .
each having an amplitude,

ADFT(l) \ A0 g8 (vl) , (8)

where pulses have a generic shape g(/) in pulse phase /, for
which the continuous Fourier transform is g8 .

We de–ne the intrinsic pulsed fraction of the pulsar Ñux as
the ratio of the fundamental frequency and zero frequency
(DC) amplitudes :

g
P

4
KADFT(1)
ADFT(0)

K
\
K
g8 (v)
g8 (0)

K
\ exp

C
[
A nv
2J ln 2

B2D
, (9)

where the third equality is for Gaussian-shaped pulses [i.e.,
g(/) \ exp ([4 ln 2/2)]. For most pulsars, imply-v [ 0.1,
ing g

P

D 1.
Pulse broadening increases the pulse width to W eff D

(W 2 ] q2)1@2 and, hence, the duty cycle to veff 4 W eff/P.
The pulsed fraction becomes

g
P

(s) \ g
P

K
g8 (veff)
g8 (v)

K
B exp

C
[
A nq
2J ln 2P

B2D
. (10)

shows the pulsed fraction plotted against fre-Figure 3
quency for –ve di†erent pulse periods. We have assumed
that the GC screen is near Sgr A* pc).(*GC \ 50

Expected!scaWering!3me!may!be!!enormous:!

Cordes!&!Lazio!(1997)!

"!In!par3cular!at!the!centre:!
!!!!!!!At!“normal”!search!frequencies!pulses!may!be!undetectable!!



Why&not&observing&at&very&high&frequencies?&
!
!!!!!!-!!Pulsars!generally!have!steep!flux!density!spectra!(mean!spectral!index!of!-1.7)!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!!!!!-!We!know!most!about!pulsars!from!frequencies!<!2!GHz!(note:!in!past!<!700!MHz!)!
!!!!!-!The!suitability!of!pulsars!as!clocks!scales!inversely!with!the!signal-to-noise!ra3o!
!!!!!-!We!need!sensi3vity!at!high!frequencies!–!for!now!it!is!difficult.!



Observa-ons&at&mmMwavelengths&
Pulsars!have!been!detected!at!mm-wavelengths,!e.g.:!
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OBSERVATIONS OF PULSARS AT 43 GHz 365

FIG. 1.ÈAligned proÐles of B0329]54 observed at 14.6, 23.05, and 43.0
GHz. The uppermost proÐle appears broadened due to an enhanced
smoothing of the data. The occurring mode switching is clearly seen.

formed at Ðve separate epochs : 1996 July 31 and 1997
January 17/18/19/22. During the July observations the
weather conditions were strongly variable, while during the
January observations they varied only little, from good to
excellent. Resulting system temperatures were about 90 K
for 14.6 and 23.05 GHz and 250 K for 43 GHz in 1996 July,
and about 70 K for 14.6 and 23.05 GHz and 150 K for 43
GHz in 1997 January. The half-power beamwidths at 14.6,
23.05, and 43 GHz are 53A, 34A, and 20A, respectively.
During regular pointing observations made approximately
every hour in each session, we determined pointing errors of

TABLE 1

RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS

Frequency Time Flux Density
Pulsar (GHz) Pulses (minutes) (mJy)

B0329]54 . . . . . . 14.60 7340 87.4 0.5 ^ 0.1
23.05 2380 28.3 0.3 ^ 0.8
43.00 16520 196.7 0.15 ^ 0.06

B0355]54 . . . . . . 14.60 26030 67.8 2.0 ^ 0.5
23.05 28595 74.5 0.8 ^ 0.2
43.00 66690 173.7 0.5 ^ 0.1

B1929]10 . . . . . . 14.60 11418 43.1 1.1 ^ 0.1
23.05 5412 20.4 0.33 ^ 0.08
43.00 15774 60.0 0.18 ^ 0.05

B2021]51 . . . . . . 14.60 5600 49.4 1.3 ^ 0.1
23.05 8428 74.3 0.45 ^ 0.09
43.00 23688 208.8 0.25 ^ 0.03

FIG. 2.ÈPulse proÐles of B0355]54 (top) and B2021]51 (bottom)
observed at 43.0 GHz.

about 5A in 1996 July and typically 3A during the much
better conditions in 1997 January.

The digitized receiver signals were sampled every P/1024
s and accumulated synchronously with the calculated topo-
centric pulse period P, with independent recordings of the
LHC and RHC signals. Individual records of 15 s sub-
integrations were transferred to disk for further o†-line
analysis. In general, selected pulsars were Ðrst observed at
14 GHz, then switched to higher frequencies in less than 1
minute, allowing a quasi-simultaneous spectral study at
three frequencies.

The Ñux densities of the observed pulsars were deter-
mined and calibrated by switching an internal noise diode,
fed directly into the waveguide following the horns, during
the Ðrst 50 sampling intervals of the pulse period. The
amplitude of the calibration signal visible at the beginning
of a pulse window was compared to the pulse strength, and
additionally compared to observed Ñux densities of well-
known reference sources such as NGC 7027 or W3 OH (Ott
et al. These latter calibrations were regularly per-1994).
formed during the normal pointing observations. A detailed
description of the observing system and the adopted reliable
calibration procedure can be found in et al.Kramer (1996).

3. RESULTS

The aim of these observations was to gather data on the
four pulsars that are brightest at 32 GHz (9 mm), i.e., PSRs
B0329]54, B0355]54, B1929]10, and B2021]51. The
latter two sources were of particular interest since they were
reported to show anomalous spectral behavior at millimeter
wavelengths, i.e., an upturn or Ñattening in the spectrum

et al. All four pulsars were successfully(Kramer 1996).

D. Morris et al.: Pulsar detection at 87 GHz L19

Fig. 1. Observed pulse profiles of PSR B0355+54 at several radio fre-

quencies between 1.4 GHz and 87 GHz. Flux density on an arbitrary

scale, and different for each frequency,has been plotted vertically. The

time resolution is 153µs for frequencies between 1.4 and 14.6 GHz,

458µs for 23.05 GHz and 763µs for the 43 GHz observations.The 87

GHz profile represents the Pico Veleta measurement smoothed to a

time resolution of 4 ms.

Effelsberg radiotelescope of the MPIfR (unpublished data and
data presented by Kramer et al. 1997b). The 87 GHz profile has
been smoothed by applying a 4 ms running mean to the data, and
yields a 5σ detection. The profiles presented have been aligned
in time, referring to time of arrival at the solar system barycen-
tre calculated for an infinite frequency. A detailed description of
this procedure can be found in Kramer et al. (1997a). The occu-
rance of the 87 GHz pulse at phase zero confirms the detection
convincingly.

We estimate the average flux density to be 0.5 mJy with a
3σ uncertainty of ±0.2 mJy. This error estimate is based on
the observed noise level together with a contribution to allow
for calibration uncertainties (±20%). As a pulse width for PSR
B0355+54 we estimate w50 = 6◦ ± 4◦, which is consistent with
observations at 43 GHz.If we assume a Gaussian pulse shape
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Fig. 2. Pulse spectra for PSRs B0355+54 (top) and B2021+51 (bottom).

The measurements made at 87 GHz are presented as an open triangle

and as an upper limit (at a 5σ level), respectively. For references of flux

densities at lower frequencies see text.

this corresponds to a pulse width at 10% of pulse maximum of
w10 = 11◦±7◦ where the quoted error contains an allowance for
the undetected trailing component of the pulse which is observed
at lower frequencies.

In the case of PSR B2021+51 no pulse was detected in a total
of 10 hours integration. In accordance with previously published
work (e.g. Kramer et al. 1996), we estimated a (5σ) upper limit
of 0.78 mJy for the flux density by assuming the pulse width as
observed at 43 GHz (Kramer et al. 1997b).

The resulting spectra of the two pulsars are presented in
Fig. 2, including data published by Malofeev et al. (1994),
Lorimer et al. (1995), Kramer (1995) and Kramer et al. (1996).
For PSR 0355+54 we note that, within the measurement errors,
the present result for the flux density at 87 GHz appears to be the
same as measured at 43 GHz (Kramer et al. 1997b). It is thus
larger than expected from an extrapolation of a fit to the lower
frequency points. However the errors are such that all points at
frequencies greater than 1.2 GHz are just consistent with a sin-
gle power law spectrum with a spectral index of −1.14 ± 0.03
and a χ2-probability of 0.04.

LE
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ER

Kramer!et!al.!(1996)! Kramer!et!al.!(1997)! Morris!et!al.!(1997)!

9mm! 7mm! 3mm!

But!we!s3ll!need!more!pulsars...!!



The&first&pulsar&in&the&Galac-c&Centre&

Proof!that!pulsars!exist!in!!
!Galac3c!Centre!region!!!

!

•  First!discovered!with!SWIFT!(Kennea!et!al.!‚13)!

!!!!!!!and!NuSTAR!(Mori!et!al.!13)!

•  Pulsa3ons!at!3.76s!

•  Discovery!by!Effelsberg!and!later!Nancay!and!

!!!!!Jodrell!at!radio!frequencies!(Eatough!et!al.‘13)!

•  Observed!dispersion!and!rota3on!measures!

!!!!!place!it!firmly!inside!the!Galac3c!Centre!

•  Es3mated!distance!about!0.1pc!

•  It!is!a!radio-loud!magnetar!=!very!rare!NS!!

!

a source in or behind the northern arm are RM < 2 3 107 rad m22 (for
an ordered magnetic field) and DM < 104 pc cm23. The measured DM
and RM values therefore place the pulsar and the screen in front of the
northern arm26.

Consequently, the Faraday screen must be associated with the hot gas
component, for which no magnetic field estimates yet exist. The density
in the hot gas shows a radial fall-off as a function of r. At 0.4 pc (100) we
find that n < 26 cm23, whereas at 0.06 pc (1.50) it can be inferred that
n=160 cm{3, using the optically thin thermal plasma model3. Farther
away, on the 40-pc scale28 (179), the density has decreased to 0.1–
0.5 cm23 and we can roughly describe the density within the central
parsecs with a profile of the form n rð Þ<26 cm{3 r=0:4 pcð Þ{1. The
contribution of this hot gas component to DM is of order 102 cm23 pc.
This is consistent with the modest increase in DM with respect to the
hitherto closest known pulsars to the Galactic Centre.

For a simple one-zone Faraday screen, where RM / B(r)n(r)r, we
have RM 5 8.1 3 105(B(r)/G)n(r)r rad m22, where n(r) is expressed in
units of cm23 and r is expressed in parsecs. Using the density prescrip-
tion above with an r21 scaling, we find that B> 8 RM= 66,960 m{2ð Þ½ $
n0= 26 cm{3ð Þ½ ${1mG. This is a lower limit, because possible tur-

bulent field components or field reversals reduce RM. We note again
that this RM value is indeed dominated by the smallest distance scale,
that is, by the gas on scales of the de-projected distance, r . 0.12 pc, of
the pulsar from Sgr A*.

This B value is higher than the magnetic field in the northern arm
and is also higher than the equipartition field in the hot phase at this
scale. To bring thermal and magnetic energy into equipartition, the gas
density at r < 0.12 pc would need to increase by a factor of three, to
260 cm23, yielding B < 2.6 mG. If there were many field reversals
within the Faraday screen, the magnetic field would be driven to values
much greater than the equipartition field, suggesting that a relatively
ordered magnetic field is pervading the hot gas close to the super-
massive black hole.

Because Sgr A* accretes from this magnetized hot phase, density
and magnetic field will further increase at smaller radii. Emission
models of Sgr A* require magnetic fields of about 30–100 G to explain
the synchrotron radiation from near the event horizon6–8. Hence, if
the gas falls from 3 3 105 Schwarzschild radii (0.12 pc) down to a few
Schwarzschild radii, a simple B / r21 scaling would be enough to
provide a magnetic field of several hundred gauss. This is well within
the range of most accretion models, where equipartition between mag-
netic, kinetic and gravitational energy in the accreting gas is assumed14,29.

The field at large radius in the accretion flow onto Sgr A* is therefore
sufficient to provide the necessary field at small radius, via simple
accretion. Moreover, the availability of ordered magnetic fields would
make the proposed formation of a jet-like outflow in Sgr A*30 viable.
Super-equipartition magnetic fields could also suppress accretion and
help to explain the low accretion rate of Sgr A*.

At its projected distance, PSR J1745–2900 could move (owing to
orbital motion) through the hot gas surrounding Sgr A* at several
milliarcseconds per year and reveal RM variations as well as proper
motion. Continued pulsar polarimetry and very-long-baseline inter-
ferometry astrometry can readily measure these effects. Also, given that
magnetars constitute only a small fraction of the pulsar population and
the excess DM towards the Galactic Centre is not too large, we expect
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Figure 2 | Pulse profile of PSR J1745–2900 at 8.35 GHz. After correcting for
the Faraday rotation of (26.696 6 0.005) 3 104 rad m22, we can measure the
intrinsic polarization across the pulse profile, together with the polarization
position angle (PA). The degree of linear polarization (red dashed line) is nearly
100%, and a significant amount (,15%) of circular polarization (blue dotted line)
is also detected. A consistent ‘S’-shaped PA swing is measured at each frequency.
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Figure 1 | Average pulse profiles of PSR J1745–2900 at each of the radio
frequencies where detections have been made. All observations have been
centred on the X-ray position measured with NASA’s Chandra X-ray
Observatory19. The telescope used, the total observation time required to generate
the profile and the average flux density are indicated in brackets after the
frequency label. In each case, the profile has been down-sampled from the original
sampling interval to 256 phase bins (64 for the Jodrell Bank data), and the peak
flux density has been normalized to unity. The profiles have been aligned on the
peak of the main pulse detected. By measuring accurate pulse arrival times, we
have constructed a coherent timing solution, that is, a model that tracks every
single rotation of the pulsar. Between modified Julian dates 56414 and 56426, this
model has given a value for the spin period of P 5 3.76354676(2) s and a value
for the time derivative of the period (spin-down) of _P~6:82 3ð Þ|10{12;
uncertainties in the last digit, given in brackets, are derived from the 1s error of
the timing model fit. Absolute timing from 1.5 to 8.35 GHz has established that
the main pulse in each profile is indeed aligned at each frequency.
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Not&normal:&The&interes-ng&proper-es&of&PSR&J1745M2900!
&

!
!
•  Power!output!from!spin-down!not!enough!

to!explain!X-ray!luminosity;!likely!a!
magnetar!(Mori!et!al.!2013).!!

•  Could!be!as!close!as!0.1!pc!!(same!as!S-
stars).!Orbital!period!>!500!yr!–!Proper!
mo3on!possible!with!VLBI!(Bower!et!al.)!

•  Single!pulses!measured!–!Probe!of!Galac3c!
Centre!scaWering!(SpiWler!et!al.!2013,!2015)!

•  DM!1778±3!cm-3!pc!–!Highest!DM!known!
•  ~!100%!linearly!polarized.!

•  Rota3on!Measure!-66960±50!rad!m-2!–!
Largest!RM!measured!in!the!Galaxy!(with!
excep3on!of!Sgr!A*,!Eatough!et!al.!2013)!

•  Lets!us!probe!the!Galac3c!magne3c!field!at!
the!boundary!of!the!Bondi!accre3on!zone!
of!Sgr!A*!(Eatough!et!al.!2013)!

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!If!we!had!even!more!pulsars...!

0.015” 

0.010” 

PSR!J1745-2900!detec3on!with!the!VLBA!and!JVLA.!
(Bower!et!al.!2014,!2015)!

We discovered 
very rare pulsar! 
There must be 
more! 
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A strong magnetic field around the supermassive
black hole at the centre of the Galaxy
R. P. Eatough1, H. Falcke1,2,3, R. Karuppusamy1, K. J. Lee1, D. J. Champion1, E. F. Keane4, G. Desvignes1, D. H. F. M. Schnitzeler1,
L. G. Spitler1, M. Kramer1,4, B. Klein1,5, C. Bassa4, G. C. Bower6, A. Brunthaler1, I. Cognard7,8, A. T. Deller3, P. B. Demorest9,
P. C. C. Freire1, A. Kraus1, A. G. Lyne4, A. Noutsos1, B. Stappers4 & N. Wex1

Earth’s nearest candidate supermassive black hole lies at the centre of
the Milky Way1. Its electromagnetic emission is thought to be powered
by radiatively inefficient accretion of gas from its environment2, which
is a standard mode of energy supply for most galactic nuclei. X-ray
measurements have already resolved a tenuous hot gas component
from which the black hole can be fed3. The magnetization of the gas,
however, which is a crucial parameter determining the structure of the
accretion flow, remains unknown. Strong magnetic fields can influence
the dynamics of accretion, remove angular momentum from the infall-
ing gas4, expel matter through relativistic jets5 and lead to synchrotron
emission such as that previously observed6–8. Here we report multi-
frequency radio measurements of a newly discovered pulsar close to the
Galactic Centre9–12 and show that the pulsar’s unusually large Faraday
rotation (the rotation of the plane of polarization of the emission in the
presence of an external magnetic field) indicates that there is a dynam-
ically important magnetic field near the black hole. If this field is
accreted down to the event horizon it provides enough magnetic flux
to explain the observed emission—from radio to X-ray wavelengths—
from the black hole.

Linearly polarized radio waves that pass through a magnetized
medium experience Faraday rotation. The resulting rotation of the
polarization vector is given by Dw 5 RMl2, where the rotation mea-
sure, RM~e3

!
2pm2

e c4
" # Ð

B sð Þn sð Þds, depends on the line-of-sight
magnetic field, B; the free-electron density, n; the path length, s; the
electron charge, e, and mass, me; and the speed of light, c. The radio
emission associated with the Galactic Centre black hole, Sagittarius A*
(Sgr A*), has RM 5 25 3 105 rad m22, which is the highest known
RM of any source in the Galaxy, and is believed to be due to a column
of hot, magnetized gas from the accretion flow onto the black hole13,14.

The radio emission from Sgr A*, however, probes only the inner-
most scales of accretion. For most accretion models14, the term B(r)n(r)
decays much faster than r21, where r is the radial distance from the
black hole. Consequently, the Faraday rotation imprinted onto the
radio emission from Sgr A*, which has to pass through the entire
column of accreting gas, is dominated by the smallest scales. To measure
the magnetization of the accretion flow on the outermost scales, other
polarized radio sources, such as pulsars, are needed. A pulsar closely
orbiting Sgr A*would also be an unparalleled tool for testing the space-
time structure around the black hole15. Despite predictions that there
are more than a thousand pulsars in the central parsec of the Galaxy16,
there has been a surprising lack of detections17, potentially owing to
severe interstellar dispersion and scattering in the inner Galaxy18.

Recently, the NASA Swift X-ray Telescope detected a bright X-ray
flare9 near Sgr A* (projected offset of ,30 5 0.12 pc (ref. 19) at a
Galactic Centre distance of d 5 8.3 kpc). Subsequent X-ray observa-
tions by the NASA NuSTAR telescope resulted in the detection of
pulsations with a period of 3.76 s (ref. 10). This behaviour is indicative

of a magnetar, a highly magnetized pulsar, in outburst. During radio
follow-up observations at the MPIfR Effelsberg Radio Observatory on
28 April 2013, the first weak detection of pulsations, with spin para-
meters matching those reported by NuSTAR, was made. Since then, the
pulsar, PSR J1745–2900, has been consistently detected at Effelsberg,
at the Paris Observatory-Nançay Radio Astronomy Facility, at the
NRAO Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), tentatively at The
University of Manchester Jodrell Bank Observatory (Fig. 1) and with
the CSIRO Australia Telescope Compact Array12. Measurements of the
delay in the arrival times of pulses at lower frequencies (2.5 GHz) with
respect to those at higher frequencies (8.35 GHz) yield an integrated
column density of free electrons, the dispersion measure, of
DM 5 1,778 6 3 cm23 pc, which is the highest value measured for
any known pulsar. This is consistent with a source located within
,10 pc of the Galactic Centre, in the framework of the NE2001 free-
electron density model of the Galaxy20. Including this source, only four
radio-emitting magnetars are known21 in the Milky Way, making a
chance alignment unlikely. If we consider a uniform source distri-
bution occupying a cylinder of radius 10 kpc and height 1 kpc, then
the fraction of sources present within an angular distance of ,30
around Sgr A* is ,3 3 1029. Given the current population of radio
pulsars (,2,000) and radio magnetars, the numbers present within the
same region by chance will be ,6 3 1026 and ,1 3 1028, respectively.

The emission from the pulsar is highly linearly polarized12,22 (Fig. 2).
Using the RM synthesis method23 and measuring the Faraday rotation
in three frequency bands and at three different telescope sites, we derive
a RM of (26.696 6 0.005) 3 104 rad m22 (Fig. 3). This measurement is
consistent with that reported elsewhere12. The RM is the largest mea-
sured for any Galactic object other than Sgr A*13,14, and is more than an
order of magnitude larger than all the other RMs measured to within
tens of parsecs of Sgr A*24. The RM is also more than what can be
optimistically expected as foreground25. This constrains the magne-
tized plasma causing the Faraday rotation (the Faraday screen) to be
within some ten parsecs from the Galactic Centre.

A frequently used estimate of the magnetic field is B $ RM/
0.81DMmG, which gives B $ 50mG (ref. 12). However, this is not a
stringent limit, because DM and RM are dominated by very different
scales. Hence, the extra information about the gas in the central 10 pc
must be used for a more robust estimate of the magnetic field.

Two ionized gas phases in the Galactic Centre interstellar medium
towards the line of sight of the pulsar could be associated with the
Faraday screen: a warm component from the northern arm of the gas
streamer Sgr A West26, which passes behind Sgr A*, and a diffuse hot
component seen in the X-ray emission3 with T 5 2.2 3 107 K. The
warm gas in the northern arm has a width of .0.1 pc, electron densi-
ties of ,105 cm23 measured from radio recombination lines26, and a
magnetic field of ,2 mG (ref. 27). The inferred RM and DM values for

1Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie, Auf dem Hügel 69, D-53121 Bonn, Germany. 2Department of Astrophysics, Institute for Mathematics, Astrophysics and Particle Physics, Radboud University, PO
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Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK. 5Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences, Grantham-Allee 20, D-53757 Sankt Augustin, Germany. 6Astronomy Department, B-20 Hearst Field Annex,
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720-3411, USA. 7LPC2E/CNRS - Université d’Orléans, 45071 Orléans, France. 8Nançay/Paris Observatory, 18330 Nançay, France. 9National Radio
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Previous&indica-ons&for&spectral&change&
•  Some!pulsars!observed!at!9mm!and!7mm!seem!to!show!a!peculiar!spectral!change:!
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FIG. 4.ÈResulting spectra for B0329]54, B0355]54, B1929]10, and B2021]51. Low-frequency data have been taken from available literature (see
text).

GHz (a \ [2.3 ^ 0.2) gives s2 probability as large as 0.27,
strongly suggesting again that the spectrum is changing, i.e.,
Ñattening, at frequencies above 30 GHz.

Finally, we note that the observations presented here
triggered the observations of B0355]54 at 87 GHz (3 mm)
by et al. using the 30 m IRAM radio telescopeMorris (1997)
in Spain. For details we refer to their paper, but is inter-
esting that this pulsar was successfully detected with a Ñux
density of 0.5 ^ 0.2 mJyÈthe same Ñux density as at 43
GHz.

To summarize, we have observed four sources at the
highest radio frequency ever successfully used to study a
sample of pulsars. While we could detect the known mode
changing for B0329]54 at 43 GHz, all pulse widths (if
corrected for smoothing of data applied to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio) do not change between 10 and 43

GHz, conÐrming the results of et al. More-Xilouris 1996).
over, the measured Ñux densities strongly support the exis-
tence of unusual spectral behavior in some pulsars at
millimeter wavelengths, Ðrst reported by et al.Wielebinski

and et al. i.e., a Ñattening of the spec-(1993) Kramer (1996),
trum.
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Figure 8.1: Idealized spectrum expected for curvature emission of bunched particles adapted
from Michel (1978, 1982, 1991). The coherent radiation is enhanced with respect to the
incoherent emission by a factor corresponding to the number of particles within a bunch.

part of the spectrum is determined by the actual form of the particle bunch. Saggion

(1975) finds for a bunch elongated in direction of its relativistic velocity moving along

curved magnetic fieldlines a spectral index of −5/3 ≃ −1.7, consistent with the mean

value found for the whole population (Taylor et al. 1993). The actual frequency of

the spectral turn-up depends on the intrinsic coherence length and is not necessarily

expected at radio frequencies (cf. Michel 1978). Therefore, it is surprising that the

shown qualitative picture seems to resemble the observations fairly well.

Coherent curvature emission of bunched particles has always been a widely favored

model to explain pulsar radiation (e.g. Komesaroff 1970, Ruderman & Sutherland

1975, Cordes 1979, Lyne & Smith 1990). Indeed, there are compelling arguments sug-

gesting the validity of this picture. Curvature radiation of outflowing particles emitted

in a narrow cone of width γ−1 will be created anyway and its intrinsic polarization

properties are very similar to those actually observed in pulsars (e.g. Radhakrishnan

& Cooke 1969, Michel 1987, Gil & Snakowski 1990). Moreover, other phenomena like

drifting subpulses (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) or microstructure (Boriakoff 1992)

can also be explained in context of curvature emission radiated by bunched particles.

This model has, however, still fundamental problems, i.e. so far no mechanism could

Michel!(1978,!1982)!

Kramer!et!al.!(1997)!
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Next, the S/Ns of our candidates peak at dispersion measures
of ≈ 3000–4000 pc cm−3, comparable to values expected for
pulsars at the GC. Unfortunately, our small fractional bandwidth
means that the dispersion in the signal across the band is
very small (∼3.6 ms over the 800 MHz bandwidth). This
means that, unlike the situation in low-frequency pulsar surveys,
dispersion cannot be used to test whether the signal is of extra-
terrestrial origin. Finally, the pulse profiles of the candidates are
extremely broad, with a duty cycle of ∼50%, unlike the narrow
profiles expected for high-frequency pulsar emission. However,
the pulse properties, too, could be affected by the unique GC
environment. For example, the thin-screen approximation might
not be applicable for the scattering, or the screen could be much
closer to the pulsar than typical estimates of ∼100 pc; both
of these would increase the scattering time and broaden the
pulse profile, even at such a high frequency. Specifically, the
scattering timescale at a frequency of 14.6 GHz for an object
at the GC is 2.5/Dscat s, where Dscat is the distance, in pc, of
the scattering medium from Sgr A*. While the best estimate
of Dscat is ∼100 pc from angular broadening measurements of
Sgr A* and nearby masers (Cordes & Lazio 1997), the effect of
scattering material close to Sgr A* is much stronger on temporal
smearing than on the angular broadening of background sources.
As such, the angular broadening estimates of Dscat do not rule out
a substantial contribution to the pulse broadening from material
closer to Sgr A*. One may hence have a sizeable contribution
to the pulse broadening from material at Dscat ! 10 pc (e.g.,
Macquart & Bower 2006). The expected temporal smearing
timescale would then be "250 ms, comparable to that needed
to explain the pulse shape of the 607 ms candidate. The large
observed duty cycle of the candidate thus does not rule out the
possibility that the signal arises from a genuine pulsar.

It thus appears very difficult to rule out the reality of the
candidate on the basis of the 2006 data alone, and, as noted
above, the non-detection in 2008 could arise due to precession
of the pulsar beam away from our sightline. Thus, while we
remain skeptical about the reality of these signals, we conclude
that further observations are needed to test the possibility that
they arise from a genuine pulsar at the GC.

4.2. Constraints on the GC Pulsar Population

There is compelling but indirect evidence for a substantial
population of neutron stars at the GC. However, strong interstel-
lar scattering along the line of sight has limited past searches
for radio pulsars. To overcome these effects, we have used the
superb sensitivity of the GBT to carry out a deep search for
pulsars in the central parsec of the GC at 15 GHz—the highest
observing frequency at which a search has been carried out to
date. Despite this, we find no convincing pulsar candidates. Was
our survey sufficiently sensitive to detect a population of pulsars
around Sgr A*?

The total number of pulsars detectable at the GC depends
on the total number of pulsars accumulated in the region, and
the fraction of these objects that would be detectable given our
survey sensitivity, and the S/N considerations of Section 2.
The detectable fraction depends particularly on the number of
pulsars with flat spectral indices, since these objects influence
the pulsar luminosity function most strongly at frequencies
>10 GHz where they are most easily detectable toward Sgr A*.

A simple estimate of the number of detectable pulsars can
be obtained by positing that the Sgr A* pulsar population
has similar properties to those of the known population of
pulsars and to estimate the fraction of the known population

Figure 6. 1.4 GHz luminosities of the known sample of pulsars vs. pulse periods
(blue dots). Larger circles (red dots) indicate those pulsars within 1◦ radius of
Sgr A*. The 10σ pulsar sensitivity of our 14.6 GHz search is shown by the solid
red line. This was obtained by using the flux density limit (10 µJy at 10σ ) of
our survey to calculate the luminosity limit at the distance of the GC and then
scaling the result to a frequency of 1.4 GHz, using an average spectral index
of ⟨α⟩ = −1.7. We also show sensitivity curves derived in the same manner
for a Parkes 8.4 GHz pulsar survey of the GC (the dashed red line, with a 10σ
detection threshold of 200 µJy; Johnston et al. 2006), and a deep 22.5 GHz
VLA image of the GC (the dotted green line, with a 10σ detection threshold of
200 µJy; Zhao et al. 2009).

that would be detectable at the GC with our survey. This is
shown in Figure 6, where we have plotted pulsars with measured
1.4 GHz luminosities (from the Manchester et al. 2005 catalog)
on a period–luminosity diagram. The solid red line shows the
pulsar sensitivity curve of our 14.6 GHz survey, obtained using
Equations (1)–(3) with a 10σ detection threshold of 10 µJy,
and assuming a 10% pulsar duty cycle, a scattering screen
distance Dscat = 133 pc (Section 2), and a GC dispersion
measure of 1700 pc cm−3. The sensitivity curve has been scaled
to 1.4 GHz using a mean pulsar spectral index of −1.7. The
cutoff in period where most of the sensitivity is lost is taken
to be at Pspin = 2 × τscat. This is less severe than the scatter-
based sensitivity cutoff in Figure 1 but does reflect the fact that
some partially recycled or young pulsars (i.e., P < 50 ms)
would be detectable if they were much brighter than our noise
threshold.

For comparison purposes, this figure also shows the 8.4 GHz
sensitivity curve for the Parkes GC survey (Johnston et al. 2006),
and the 5σ noise threshold for a deep imaging survey of the GC
at 22.5 GHz, using the Very Large Array (VLA; Zhao et al.
2009), again scaling both of these to a frequency of 1.4 GHz
using a mean spectral index of −1.7. We also highlight the
seven known pulsars within 1◦ of Sgr A*, including four new
ones from Deneva et al. (2009) and Camilo et al. (2009).

A more rigorous estimate can be obtained by computing the
fraction of pulsars detectable above some flux density cutoff by
considering the pulsar luminosity function at ν0 = 1.4 GHz,
f0(L), combined with the spectral index distribution, p(α). This
is the approach followed by Pfahl & Loeb (2004) and Cordes &
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Note:!
This!diagram!is!biased!
against!luminous!sources!

Effelsberg!18!GHz!
(Eatough!et!al.!in!prep)!

GBT!
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Where&are&the&pulsars?&–&Sca`ering&revisited&
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•  Based!on!our!measurements!of!the!scaWering!for!the!magnetar!(SpiWler!et!al.!2013)!
!!!!!!lots!of!people!have!claimed!that!there!are!not!any!pulsars,!since!scaWering!so!low!
•  However,!medium!is!very!turbulent!and!there!is!a!lot!of!"weather"!–!new!result:!

SpiWler!et!al.!(in!prep.)!

"!!!!ScaWering!material!is!close!to!source,!consistent!with!RM!change!!!
" We!may!not!see!pulsars!all!the!3me!!

Discovery! LEAP!observa3ons!
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Par-al&visibility&&&External&perturba-ons&
•  In!Wex!et!al.!(in!prep.)!we!develop!full!dynamic!treatment!of!pulsar!3ming!about!SGR!A*!
•  We!go!beyond!beyond!Wex!&!Kopeikin!(1999)!and!Liu!et!al.!(2012)!to!study!residuals!
•  Even!only!measuring!part!of!orbit!around!pericentre!sufficient!to!determine!spin!

par3al!orbits!par3al!orbits!
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Par-al&visibility&&&External&perturba-ons&
•  In!Wex!et!al.!(in!prep.)!we!develop!full!dynamic!treatment!of!pulsar!3ming!about!SGR!A*!
•  We!go!beyond!beyond!Wex!&!Kopeikin!(1999)!and!Liu!et!al.!(2012)!to!study!residuals!
•  Evan!only!measuring!part!of!orbit!around!pericentre!sufficient!to!determine!spin!

•  Even!in!case!of!perturba3ons!–!which!will!act!away!from!periastron!–!we!can!use!
!!!!!par3al!orbit!observa3ons!to!measure!spin!!!

par3al!orbits!
par3al!orbits!with!pertuba3ons!
(worst!case)!



Combining&the&informa-on&from&image&and&pulsars&

The!pulsar!probes!the!far-field.!
!
The!image!probes!the!near-field.!
!
They!both!must!fit,!i.e.!predict!image!
from!pulsar!observa3ons!and!compare.!
!
Combining!the!two!informa3on!is!a!
unique!test!of!theories!of!gravity!
(see!ERC!BlackHolCam!&!Wex!et!al.!in!prep.)!

A!single!pulsar!can!give!you!precise!spin!&!direc3on!–!poten3ally!very!cleanly!!!

Spin axis A 

Spin axis B 

GR Models with 
two  orientations 
of spin axis 

pulsar orbit A: face-on 

B: edge-on 
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Summary&
•  Pulsars!probe!GC!region!and!wide!range!of!fundamental!physics,!in!par3cular!gravity!
•  Eventually,!a!single!pulsar!can!probe!BH!proper3es!for!ul3mate!tests!of!GR,!precisely!
•  Recent!results!support!idea!to!find!and!observe!pulsars!at!mm-wavelengths!
!!!!!!although!we!also!have!great!expecta3on!for!SKA!as!magnetar!proves!cm-poten3al!
•  Combina3on!of!SGR!A*!probes!using!!stars,!pulsars!and!mm-VLBI!image!!
!!!!!!will!be!exci3ng!and!unique!!
!


